
Cordless Scanners

Accessories

  Cover

The cover is made of tough and durable ballistic nylon
fabric.  The cover is designed to be used in applications
where a tool balancer is needed.

ST3470/ST5770
34/5770/COVER

  Charge Packs

The charge pack for the cordless scanner includes a
rechargeable Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) battery and an
international charging circuit. When fully charged, the
pack provides 18,000 scans, or about 25 hours of
continuous use. The unique design of the charge pack
allows it to plug directly into a two-prong wall outlet
commonly used in North America.

For other parts of the world with different outlet
receptacles, a charge pack adapter or a universal charge
strip is needed. While the built-in charge circuit accepts
up to 240 volts, the adapters and the universal charge
strips provide the method to physically adapt to the
various power plug and socket configurations.

IT3870/ST3470/ST5770
NiMH battery
Base: (L xW) 3.4” x 1.8” /

8.64cm x 4.57cm
Height: 3.3” / 8.38cm
Charging Voltage: 120 VAC /

240 VAC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz
CLESS/NIMH/S

  Charge Pack Adapters

Charge pack adapters allow the charge pack to be
plugged directly into many international outlet receptacles.
After the charge pack is removed from the reader, just
snap on an adapter and plug into an outlet.

When the adapter is used in 240 volt applications, only
use charge pack CLESS/NIMH/S. Do not attempt to
charge part numbers:
34/5770/NICAD, 34/5770/NIMH, 34/5770/NIMH/F, or
34/5770/NICAD/F.

IT3870/ST3470/ST5770
Europlug CEE 7/16 CLESS/ADAPTEURO
United Kingdom BS 1363 CLESS/ADAPTUK

Europlug Adapter

UK Adapter
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Wall mount kits

Wall mount kit (Standard). For use when the scanner is
stored conveniently on a wall for easy access.  The
scanner rests between two rubber fingers that hold the
scanner handle.

Base: (L x W) 6” x 3” / 15.24cm x 7.62cm
Height: 4.75” / 12.07cm
Material: Plastic and rubber
CLESS/WMK/STD

Wall mount kit (Industrial).  Similar to the standard holder,
except the throat of the holder is smaller to maintain a
firmer grasp on the scanner.  This kit includes mounting
hardware to attach the holder to a forklift truck.

Base: (L x W) 8” x 3” / 20.32cm x 7.62cm
Height: 4.75” / 12.07cm
Material: Plastic and rubber with a metal
mounting bracket
CLESS/WMK/IND

Belt Holster
The belt holster, worn on the user’s belt, is used to hold
the scanner when it is not in use but still needs to be
readily accessible.

Base: (L x W) 6” x 3.3” / 15.24cm x 8.38cm
Material: Foam covered wire frame clasped to an
adjustable nylon web belt
CLESS/BH

  Holders
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Industrial                 Standard

Base Wall Mount Bracket
For applications where ST2070 Base needs to be firmly
mounted to a wall.  The bracket slides into the molded
feature on the back side of the base.

2070/BRACKET

Cordless Scanners

  Universal Charge

Two or six outlet charge strips are offered to charge more
than one charge pack.  The strip uses a standard PC (IEC
320) grounded power cord.  International versions of the
power cords are provided by Hand Held Products’ country
partners or local PC suppliers.

When the charge strip is used in 240 volt applications,
only use charge pack CLESS/NIMH/S.  Do not attempt to
charge charge pack part numbers:
34/5770/NICAD, 34/5770/NIMH, 34/5770/NIMH/F,
or 34/5770/NICAD/F.

IT3870/ST3470/ST5770
2-bay (includes IEC/120V power cord) CLESS/UC2/SC
2-bay (without power cord) CLESS/UC2/S
6-bay (includes IEC/120V power cord) CLESS/UC6/SC
6-bay (without power cord) CLESS/UC6/S


